
3 primary issues were identified during preliminary investigations: 

Solution & Results:
  Data capture issues at onboarding were found and resolved to prevent future data issues, and 

matching rules were modified to ensure that real hits are not missed 
  FinScan Data Prep consolidated redundant matches, resulting in 17k fewer matches and saving the 

equivalent of 1.4 FTE (2,796 man-hours) in extra resources per year 
  All of the previously misplaced customer names are now being screened, preventing the risk of 

missing real hits

86% 20%
2.4MM individual records were 

missing Date of Birth (DoB); 
matching criteria heavily relied on 

exact DoB to identify matches. 

560,000 customer records used 
for screening were redundant.
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 Could be  
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85K
Number of records containing 
misplaced or missing names.  

40K+ records had additional names 
“hidden” in 2nd & 3rd lines.

DATA FORMATTING  
ISSUES

407 exact OFAC  
matches were missed

Unnecessary reviews  
were being conducted

Data Error Type Number of Records Affected
Name-related Errors (Overall) 84,689
Additional customer names found in Name line 19,907
Individual names present beyond Name line 11,515
Organization names present beyond Name line 34,905
Missing First Name 18,362
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R E P O R T  C A R D

The organization had concerns regarding high volumes of false positives and 
inefficiencies in the case review process.  Their analyst team often reported 
looking at the same alerts more than once. However, their primary concern 
was the risk of missing true suspicious activity due to errors in the data.
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